
M.T. Cicero's Cato Major
Translated by James Logan
Philadelphia: Benjamin Franklin, 1744
Rosenbach Museum & Library, Philadelphia
Photo by Peter Harholdt

Franklin printed this book at his own expense to flatter
James Logan, William Penn’s secretary and one of
Pennsylvania’s most powerful and learned men. 
Cato Major is considered to be the finest example of 
Franklin’s printing.

Magic Squares

In school, Franklin had “twice fail’d” mathematics, but as a young
man he enjoyed “magic squares” —brainteasers in which every
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal row adds up to the same 
number. He later built them to pass the time while listening to
debates in the Pennsylvania Assembly, creating squares of 8 by 8,
16 by 16, and even a magic circle. Franklin admitted that he had
dabbled in the construction of these puzzles at a point when he
ought to have been “employed more usefully.” Today, magic
squares games are making a strong comeback; one variation is
known by its Japanese name, sudoku. 

Within just a few years of arriving in Philadelphia, Franklin had

established his own shop, printing jobs for many customers and

publishing his newspaper, The Pennsylvania Gazette, and Poor

Richard’s Almanack. Franklin was honest and hard-working, and

his growing reputation soon attracted customers away from rival

printers. To expand, Franklin set up several of his former 

apprentices—for a share of their profits—with printing equipment

and capital, enabling them to start their own businesses elsewhere

in the colonies.

Although Franklin spent the second half of his life as a diplomat

and gentleman of leisure, he remained proud of his roots as a

tradesman. For Franklin, “leisure” meant the freedom to pursue his

many other interests, a freedom bought by years of devotion to the

craft of printing. Perhaps this is why, of all his many accomplishments,

he most wished to be remembered as “B. Franklin, Printer.”

Printer

orn in 1706 into a large family of Boston tradesmen, 

Benjamin Franklin learned early that hard work, thrift,

integrity and self-discipline were important personal virtues.

Though Franklin attended school for only two years, he turned to

books for reference, self-education, and delight. He was well-read

in the religious and moral teachings of Boston’s Puritan leadership,

and as a young boy, he worked hard to perfect his writing style,

often imitating the essays of renowned authors.

At the age of 12, Benjamin was apprenticed to his older brother

James, a printer. Franklin learned the trade easily and well, but he

chafed at the restraints imposed upon him by the apprenticeship.

Brilliant, ambitious and independent, he ran away from Boston

when he was only 17. He traveled first to New York, but finding 

no work there, he continued on to Philadelphia.

After arriving in Philadelphia in 1723, Franklin worked to establish

himself as a printer. Over the next 25 years, he expanded his 

network of personal friends and business connections both in 

the colonies and in England and became a prominent citizen. 

In addition to printing, Franklin and his wife, Deborah, sold 

stationery and dry goods from their shop, which was located near

the corner of Second and Market Streets in Philadelphia. 
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Ink Balls, ca. 1740
The Frankliniana Collection, 
The Franklin Institute, Inc., Philadelphia
Owned by Benjamin Franklin; descended in the Bache family
Photo by Peter Harholdt

With an ink ball in each hand, a printer picked up the sticky ink from
an ink stone and then applied it to metal type with a dabbing, rolling,
and beating motion before the press was pulled to make a print.
These ink balls, made of wood, wool and sheepskin, belonged 
to Franklin.

(Background)
“L’Operation de la casse” (Composing Room)

in Denis Diderot et al., Encyclopédie, ou 
Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences,
des arts et des métiers,1761–89
Library Company of Philadelphia

The printer/compositor, second from the left in this illustration,
is using ink balls to apply ink to metal type before a print is
pulled. Benjamin Franklin’s printing workshop would have
been outfitted in a similar manner.

Character Matters
Portrait of William Franklin, ca. 1790
Mather Brown 
Private Collection

William Franklin (1730–1814) received the finest
education available in Philadelphia and traveled
extensively at home and abroad with his father.
Aided by his father’s reputation and power, he
rose to become the last colonial governor of
New Jersey. Much to the dismay of the elder
Franklin, William remained loyal to Britain dur-
ing the Revolutionary War. In 1782, he left for
England with other loyalists, never to return. 

Portrait of Deborah Read Franklin, 1758–1759
Benjamin Wilson,
after an unknown American artist
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia

Deborah Read Franklin (1708–1774) was Benjamin Franklin’s
common-law wife for 44 years, beginning in 1730. She died while
her husband was living in London, where he was negotiating
with the British government on behalf of the colonies. This 
portrait hung in Franklin’s London apartments. Franklin once sent
Deborah an English beer jug with this message:  “I fell in Love
with it at first Sight for I thought it look’d like a fat jolly Dame,
clean and tidy, with a neat blue and white Calico Gown on, good
natur'd and lovely, and put me in mind of—Somebody.”

Franklin’s relationship with his common-law wife, Deborah, was affectionate

and loyal, if not particularly romantic. Deborah was involved in all aspects of

the family’s business, managing the Franklins’ printing and stationery shop

and all its accounts. She raised their children William, Francis, and Sally in a

crowded home typical of 18th-century artisans. Deborah and her husband

lived apart for long periods of time when he was overseas on diplomatic

assignments. He was absent from Philadelphia for a total of 30 years.

Although William was Franklin’s illegitimate son, Deborah brought him up as

part of the family. Francis, their first child together, contracted smallpox as a

toddler and died, which caused his parents deep and lasting grief. Their

youngest child, Sally, was only 14 when Franklin was dispatched to London

by the Pennsylvania Assembly in 1757, but she adored him and looked after

him when he returned to Philadelphia as an old man. She bore all but one of

the Franklins’ eight grandchildren; their other grandchild was William’s son.

Franklin’s grandsons occasionally accompanied him on his diplomatic travels.

At Home with Franklin

Portrait of Sarah Franklin Bache, 1813
Rembandt Peale, after John Hopper
Private Collection

Sarah “Sally” Franklin (1743–1808) married
Richard Bache in 1767; they had eight children,
one of whom died in infancy. Sally was her
father’s housekeeper after her mother died; she
became Franklin’s hostess and caregiver when
he returned from France in 1785. At that time,
they all lived in the house Benjamin Franklin and
Deborah had built in Philadelphia 20 years earlier. 

Portrait of Francis “Franky” 
Folger Franklin, ca. 1736
Attributed to Samuel Johnson
Private Collection

Francis Folger Franklin (1732–1736) died of
smallpox at the age of four. This posthumous
portrait of him (probably based on Benjamin
Franklin’s own image) was considered a family
treasure. After "Franky's" death, his grieving
father urged Philadelphians to inoculate their
children against this dread disease. Franklin’s
endorsement of inoculation helped save 
many lives.

Mr. Foxcroft and myself then purpose a Journey to 

New England thro’ the whole present Extent of the 

Post Road, in order to examine every where into 

the State and Conduct of the Offices

—Letter from Benjamin Franklin to Anthony Todd, 1763

The Pennsylvania Gazette, no. 422, January 6-13, 1736/37
Philadelphia: Benjamin Franklin, 1736/37
Rare Book & Manuscript Library,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Photo by Peter Harholdt

Owned, edited, and printed by Franklin from 1729 to 1748, The
Pennsylvania Gazette was known for its humor, originality and 
strong influence on public opinion. It was the centerpiece of 
Franklin’s printing business and the key to his success.  

Franklin also achieved financial success as a publisher, and it is through 

his publishing activities that he gained early fame. He lured customers 

away from his rivals by spicing up the content of his newspaper and 

almanacs. He used his press to initiate debates that kept readers coming 

back for more. However, Franklin allowed no libel or personal abuse in his

publications, avowing “that having contracted with my Subscribers to 

furnish them with what might be either useful or entertaining, I could 

not fill their papers with private Altercation…without doing them

manifest Injustice.”

Publisher
Poor Richard improved…, 1757
Philadelphia: Benjamin Franklin, [1757]
The Historical Society of Pennsylvania
Photo courtesy of the Historical Society 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

This was the last Poor Richard’s Almanack written
by Franklin. It featured “Father Abraham’s
Speech,” which was later published as The Way to Wealth.
Franklin wove many of the best aphorisms from the 
previous 25 years of Poor Richard into the work, among
them “But dost thou love Life, then do not squander
Time, for that's the stuff Life is made of.”

Deputy Postmaster
Appointed joint deputy postmaster for the colonies in 1753, Franklin worked with

William Hunter and then John Foxcroft to modernize and improve the colonial

postal system. Having personally inspected many of the post offices, Franklin

helped plot the best postal routes, introduce home delivery, improve postal 

accounting procedures, create a dead-letter office, and accept customer credit.

During his tenure, the colonial postal system turned a profit for the first time. 

Odometer or Wayweiser (American or French), ca. 1763
The Frankliniana Collection, 
The Franklin Institute, Inc., Philadelphia 
Owned by Benjamin Franklin 
Photo by Peter Harholdt

Franklin is often credited with inventing the odometer, but 
similar devices had already been used by carriage drivers in
England and France to determine fares. This odometer may have
been of Franklin’s design; it appears to have been created by an
American clockmaker. Fitted to the wheel of his carriage during
his inspection of post offices in 1763, the odometer registered
1,600 miles. 

Post-Master’s Bill, ca. 1745
Philadelphia: Benjamin Franklin 
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia 

Franklin devised a number of ways to make the post office
more efficient. He designed and printed this form to help
standardize and improve the postal accounting system.

Being ignorant is not so  much a Shame, as being      unwilling to learn. —Poor Richard’s Almanack, 1755

In Benjamin Franklin’s time, apprenticeships were the common

method by which a young man learned a trade. Fathers most often

paid to have their sons apprenticed, and the more lucrative the

trade, the higher the fee. Upon completion of an apprenticeship—

which generally lasted until the age of 21—a worker was free to

move to wherever there was business. Given the small population

of the colonies, markets for skilled labor were limited, and movement

between cities was common. Franklin’s talent and ambition made

his printing apprenticeship with his brother James difficult.

Looking back, in his autobiography, Franklin admitted that he 

had been a sometimes “saucy and provoking” boy. Rather than 

finish his contract, he ran away from Boston to look for a city in

which his talent might flourish. On September 23, 1723, he sailed 

secretly for New York, looking for work with a local printer.

Finding no position, but advised there might be work in

Philadelphia, he traveled to that city.

Seeking Opportunity

A Philosophical Inquiry Concerning Human Liberty
Anthony Collins
London: R. Robinson, 1717
Library Company of Philadelphia

Benjamin Franklin was an enthusiastic reader even as a small boy: “From a
Child I was fond of Reading and all the little Money that came into my
Hands was ever laid out in Books.” Franklin also enjoyed borrowing books,
which he was “careful to return soon and clean.” He read John Bunyan’s
Pilgrim’s Progress, Plutarch’s Lives, the philosophical works of John Locke,
and Anthony Collins’s A Philosophical Inquiry Concerning Human Liberty, all
of which informed his thinking for years to come.

The South East Prospect of the City of Philadelphia, ca. 1718
Peter Cooper
Library Company of Philadelphia

This is the oldest surviving painting of a North American urban center. 
While it distorts a few of the buildings, the scene represents what Benjamin
Franklin may have seen when he first arrived in Philadelphia in 1723.

The New-England Courant, No. 43, May 21–28, 1722
Boston: James Franklin, 1722
New York State Library Manuscripts 
and Special Collections, Albany
Photo courtesy of New York State Library Manuscripts 
and Special Collections

The New-England Courant, published by Benjamin Franklin’s brother,
James Franklin, was the second newspaper to appear in America.
Besides news, it contained essays on controversial subjects by local
writers. It often offended authorities, and James spent time in jail
because of it. In this issue from May 1722,  a writer named “Silence
Dogood” coyly suggests that if women are seen as idle and ignorant
it is because men have kept them from learning. “Silence Dogood,”
supposedly the middle-aged widow of a country minister, was in fact
a persona adopted by sixteen-year-old Benjamin Franklin to criticize
authorities and propose projects to “do good” for society.
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